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Abstract

The use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in minimally invasive surgical and diagnostic procedures
such as endoscopy allows surgeons and clinicians to see more and do more. This brings
multiple benefits to both the clinic and the patient. For the clinic, improved procedural
efficiencies bring about improved operational throughput. For the patient, a second set of
eyes offered to the clinician or surgeon translates into improved patient outcomes, reducing
reoperative procedures.
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Introduction

Endoscopy is a procedure that allows a doctor to view inside a patient's body for screening,
diagnostic, and treatment purposes. Typically, endoscopes are thin tubes with a powerful
light and small camera at the end, often with a channel through which the doctor can insert
tools to optionally collect tissue or provide treatment.
One common endoscopy application is the prevention of colorectal cancer (CRC). Colorectal
cancer is the third most diagnosed cancer globally, representing 10% of all cancer diagnoses,
and it is the second most deadly worldwide, causing about 9.4% of cancer deaths in 2020 [1].
Adenoma detection rate (ADR) the rate at which a physician finds one or more precancerous
polyps during a normal screening colonoscopy procedure for patients over 50 years old. An
endoscopist’s adenoma detection rate (ADR) is inversely related to a patient’s postcolonoscopy CRC risk: on average, for each 1% increase in ADR, there is a 3% decrease in the
risk of CRC [2]. Therefore, it is imperative to assist doctors in endoscopy procedures to
improve adenoma- and polyp-detection rates, thus lowering CRC rates.
The task of improving detection rates and visibility during endoscopy is the task of enhancing
and processing video streams. This includes AI tasks of image super-resolution, image
denoising, anomaly object detection, anomaly object segmentation, as well as the streaming
tasks of ingesting high-resolution and high-bandwidth data.
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Applications and Benefits of Implementing
AI in Endoscopy

There are certain challenges for surgeons during surgery: tremors, fatigue, variability in
experience, skill and state of mind, ability to easily process quantitative information, and
operating at sub-millimeter scales.

Higher technical skill scores appear to be associated with lower complication rates for
colectomy and for all other procedures performed by a surgeon [3]. While on one front there
are constant efforts to improve the overall technical skills of a surgeon, there should also be
an effort to improve patient outcomes by providing AI assistance to surgeons with lower
technical skills.
There are many clinical applications for AI to improve surgery:
•

Making surgery safer, reducing errors and bringing consistency to
procedures: identifying safe (Go) and dangerous (No-Go) zones

•

Improving vision with image enhancement and super-resolution.

•

Reducing surgeon and clinician workload, such as smoke clearing (check
smoke clearing device)
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•

Identifying phase of surgery to save most important video clips for EMR,
checking the steps taken in surgery against standard, and coaching new
surgeons while lessening the learning curve.

•

Identifying lesions and diseased tissue, tumors and polyps.

•

Performing data de-identification, which is removing any personally
identifiable information (PII; e.g. a person's name, phone number, address,
or social security number), including protected health information (PHI;
e.g. medical history, test results, and insurance)

•

Auto-labeling to remove laborious manual labeling duties, thus saving
surgeons’ time.

•

Utilizing 3D modeling to deliver highly accurate anatomical information
during surgery to prevent vascular injuries.

•

Auto calculating the best physical route to a brain tumor to mitigate risks.

•

Classifying airway diseases and identifying airway size with a video
bronchoscopy.

Here are some examples of technical algorithms that improve clinical procedures.
a).

Organ segmentation / anatomy identification

b).

Tool tracking: Tool identification and segmentation

c).

Identifying tissue types

d).

Optical flow

e).

Skin cancer and lesion classification (outperforms average MD) [4]

f).

Identifying planes of resection in endourology

With the Clara Holoscan development platform and production MGX platform, developers
can create their own applications and their own Software as a Medical Device (SAMD).
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Challenges in Implementing AI

There currently are many challenges in the medical device development process for
endoscopy.
•

Ingesting high-resolution, high-bandwidth data streams.

•

Running AI inference with a low latency budget.

•

Requiring flexible sensor and data IO options

•

Building a distributed compute platform from edge to data center to cloud.

•

Adopting new deep learning algorithms.

•

Managing long-life and upgradable hardware and software.

•

Repeatedly developing, testing, and commercializing hardware and software that
does not add unique value.

To address these common challenges, the Holoscan and MGX platforms have corresponding
features.
 Holoscan has a ConnectX NIC to enable 10/100 GbE data ingestion.
 GPU direct RDMA shortens data transfer time before AI inference; NVIDIA RTX GPUs

provide powerful AI inference capabilities.
 The Clara Holoscan ecosystem has data IO partners for different sensor needs.
 NVIDIA offers a distributed compute stack, EGX, as part of the larger product family.
 There are many tools to help developers adopt the latest deep learning algorithms, such

as MONAI, an open-source, healthcare-specific, PyTorch-based framework with labeling,
training, and deployment capabilities.
 The MGX platform provides 10-year hardware and software long-term support; MGX also

provides documentation to support IEC 60601 and IEC 62304 certification.
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The Solution: Clara Holoscan for Next
Generation AI-Enabled Endoscopy

Clara Holoscan is a development platform, comprising both hardware developer kits and the
software stack. Clara Holoscan offers compute for AI workloads, such as enhanced
visualization and automatic anomaly detection, to better assist doctors performing
endoscopies. Clara Holoscan helps you deploy latency-sensitive real-time tasks on the edge
and analytic/summarization tasks to the cloud. There are reference applications to give you
an easy starting point developing your own applications. To help with that end-to-end
application development process, you can use the MONAI ecosystem to label, train, and
validate your own models. Use the Holoscan developer kit as a starting point, design our
reference architecture into your existing hardware, or go into production with MGX, our
medical grade hardware.
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Using AI to Assist Doctors in Abnormality
Detection

The Traditional Endoscopy Hardware Setup
The traditional endoscopy hardware setup has a camera head, a light source, a Camera
Control Unit, a Media Manager, and a connected display. The camera head is handheld, with
a limited power and size budget, and has a short-reach MIPI or SLVDS interface to the sensor.
The CCU typically includes multiple FPGAs, has a custom Image Signal Processor (ISP) of the
camera feed, and also controls light source at low latency based on ISP output. The Media
Manager encodes and stores the video feed.

The Role of the Clara Holoscan Platform in an Endoscopy Hardware Setup
You can adopt either of the two cases we have available today.
Case 1: Clara Holoscan replaces the Media Manager
Clara Holoscan can replace the traditional Media Manager for encoding and storing the video
feed by connecting to CCU via an SDI to HDMI Adapter and using the onboard HDMI2CSI
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interface to directly feed the video stream to an Orin SoC. The Orin SoC then provides
standard encode and storage functions of the Media Manager, but additionally also connects
to the discrete GPU to run assisting AI tasks such as anatomy recognition, tool identification,
tool tracking, etc, before rendering to a display.

Case 2: Clara Holoscan replaces the Media Manager with 4K support
Instead of going through the onboard HDMI2CSI interface combined with a SDI to HDMI
adapter, Clara Holoscan can receive video from the CCU through two to four SDI or HDMI
channels supporting 4k 10bit YUV422 video on an AJA video capture device. AJA video
capture devices have established GPU Direct RDMA on Clara Holoscan and run the same
assisting AI tasks with low latency.
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AI reference application

Setup
The AI reference applications in the Clara Holoscan SDK are based on GXF, which is a modular
and extensible framework to build high-performance AI applications. This enables developers
to reuse components and app graphs in existing Clara Holoscan reference applications as
templates and build their own custom AI pipelines using common data formats and the
foundational GXF Core.
Clara Holoscan SDK features an endoscopy tool tracking reference application in the v0.2
release. The main features in the GXF reference application are:
>

GPUDirect RDMA with AJA video capture card over PCIe which eliminates the
overhead of copying to and from system memory

>

NVIDIA Performance Primitive Library (NPP) which enables CUDA-accelerated 2D
image transformations

>

TensorRT runtime for optimized AI Inference

>

CUDA and OpenGL interoperability which provides efficient resource sharing on the
GPU in the visualizer

The endoscopy tool tracking app is based on a LSTM (long-short term memory) model. The
app can have three types of input streams: an external video stream via an AJA capture card,
a mock video buffer to simulate an AJA capture card stream for testing purposes, and a prerecorded video. The custom LSTM stateful inference module uses TensorRT for tool tracking,
and developers can bring their own LSTM model into the inference module. The custom
visualizer component handles compositing, blending, and visualization of tool labels, tips, and
masks given the output tensors of the custom LSTM inference. The optional recorder
serializes incoming messages, in this case RGBA888 frames, and writes them to a file.
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Each of the blocks in the above diagram is a GXF extension, which is a shared library and/or
header file containing one or more components. There are two types of extension: Standard
Extensions that come with GXF and Custom Extensions. Developers and NVIDIA product
teams such as Isaac, Jarvis Speech, Jarvis vision, Clara Holoscan, Metropolis, DeepStream can
create, store and share custom extensions in the GXF Registry for all developers to reuse.
In the reference application shown in the block diagram, we have a mix of Clara Holoscan GXF
extensions (AJASource, FormatConverter, custom_lstm_inference::TensorRtInference,
visualizer_tool_tracking) and GXF standard extensions (Broadcast, EntityRecorder).
There are additional Clara Holoscan GXF extensions available in the Clara Holoscan v0.2
release not shown in the endoscopy tool tracking application:
1.

v4l2 video source for a Linux-source USB Camera, with output as a VideoBuffer object

2.

Probe to print Tensor information during testing

3.

Post-processor for segmentation models, converting the inference output to the highestprobability class index, including support for sigmoid, softmax, and other activations

4.

Visualizer for segmentation, which is an OpenGL renderer that combines segmentation
output overlayed on video input, using CUDA/OpenGL interoperability.

For more information on GXF extensions, refer to the Clara Holoscan SDK User Guide.

Latency Comparison of Sample AI Applications
The NVIDIA Latency Display Analysis Tool (LDAT) measures the photon-to-display latency,
from the camera capturing light, to the camera transmitting data to Clara Holoscan, to Clara
Holoscan running processing and compute workloads, and finally to rendering to the display.
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GXF reduces the overhead in an AI Inferencing application by more than 60% compared to a
similar GStreamer pipeline in Holoscan v0.1. The measured latency for different
configurations can be seen in the table below. On the same hardware (Clara AGX Developer
Kit), with the same connection to an AJA KONA video capture card, the latency for the GXF
pipeline with AI inference for surgical tool tracking (51 ms) is significantly smaller than the
latency for a GStreamer pipeline with no AI inference (146 ms). Note that all latency
measurements are the result of the original average latency subtracted by the average
baseline latency of 74 ms.
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Clara Holoscan Software
SDK Version
Pipeline

Hardware Connection

AI Inference

Latency

N/A

N/A

Camera to Monitor
directly via HDMI cable

No Inference

Avg latency: 74 ms (This is
the baseline to be
subtracted)

V0.1

GStreamer

Camera to AJA Kona
HDMI

No Inference

Avg latency: 146 ms

V0.1

GStreamer

Camera to AJA Kona
HDMI

Resnet18
based Object
Detection
model

Avg latency: 170 ms

V0.2

GXF

Camera to AJA Kona
HDMI

Tool Tracking
model

Avg latency: 51 ms

A detailed look at each of the components in the GXF application on Clara AGX Developer Kit
with Clara Holoscan SDK v0.2 can be seen below.
Time (Median) [ms]

Load (%)

visualizer

1.72

18.8 %

lstm_inference

4.29

24.8 %

format_converter

0.40

2.5 %

broadcast

0.17

1.1 %

visualizer_format_converter

0.40

2.5 %

source

8.92

50.3 %

Total

15.90
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Path to Production

If you develop with the Clara Holoscan SDK and Clara Developer Kits, you can deploy to the
medical-grade MGX, a production hardware and software platform optimized to deliver AI to
the medical edge.

The NVIDIA Clara Holoscan MGX platform is built with a high-performance NVIDIA AGX Orin™
module, a safety, security and management module, extensive input/output (IO), and
expansion slots available for PCIe. This high-performance platform is optimized for lowlatency, real-time applications, making it the ideal solution for deploying the next generation
of software-defined medical devices. MGX will come with long-life NVIDIA hardware
components and documentation to support IEC 60601 certification.
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The MGX software will have 10-year long-term support provided by NVIDIA, as well as
documentation to support IEC 62304 certification. The core of the MGX stack includes a Linux
support package for the MGX hardware, drivers for supported IO devices, NVIDIA AI
inference and acceleration libraries, and reference applications. Customer-specific software
components and applications can be added at the top of the MGX core stack.
MGX will also include a board management controller (BMC) and software stack for remote
system management and software updates, a secure boot controller that provides external
root of trust, and a dedicated safety monitor that supports a real-time operating system
(RTOS) and built-in safety monitoring software. Custom safety monitoring applications that
are tailored to specific needs can be added.
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Get Started with Holoscan Today

Visit the Clara Holoscan product page to learn more about the platform. See the Clara
Holoscan developer page to get started on your development journey with the Clara
Holoscan and Clara AGX Developer Kits, and learn more about the MGX platform for
production hardware and software options.
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